
Debbie Witty is a certified saddle fitter from the 
Society of Master Saddlers of England and has 
extensive bio-mechanics expertise as she worked at 
the Cornell Veterinary College for more than ten 
years. From observing riders’ performance while 
training and showing to listening carefully to their 
extensive feedback, she has successfully fit many 
Olympic competitors as well as amateurs and young 
riders.  In conjunction with her well-established and 
trained fitters who are based around the United 
States, hand fitting, flocking and continued service of 
the saddle, Trilogy Performance Saddlery gives the 
rider a distinct advantage.

Trilogy Dressage Saddles are built in England by 
some of the most experienced craftsmen in the 
world, featuring a British tree made of laminated 
Beechwood and a specially tanned hide from 
England that offers the rider an elastic broken-in feel.

Performance Saddlery is dedicated to 
achieving a greater level of performance 

and awareness for horse and rider through 
education, unrivaled service and design.

www.trilogysaddles.com
(800) 258-0006
(561) 469-2367

info@performancesaddlery.com

With over 30 years of experience, we 
developed our line of Trilogy saddles 
with hand-selected, luxurious quality 

leather, and talented, dedicated 
saddlers.

Our elite group of exclusive 
trainers and competitors

Debbie McDonald
Shannon Peters
David Marcus
Nicholas Fyffe
Jessica Jo Tate

Kate Poulin
Meagan Davis

Attaining the Competitive Edge 
Through Design



Tree Sizes: N, NM, M, MW, W, XW and Custom*
Seat Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18, 18.5* and 19*

Colored Piping*, Patent Leather Cantle Insert*, Two-Tone
Leather*, Template Tree*, Special Gusset*, 
Change of Block from Standard for Model*
*These options carry an additional charge.

Ethos 
Calf Covered Flaps - $5,275 (Pictured)

Elite Leather - $4,850
For many, this saddle is our closest contact of the 
group with generous support for your seat bones, a 
wonderful angle to the highly placed block. The sweet 
spot is set up perfectly for the best balance of your 
seat and a fabulous drape of your leg.

Options: Ethos Forward - Available in a straighter block. Square 
Cantle is Standard, Round Cantle by special order*.

Researched & Designed Strategies

For the Horse 

Wider wool panel for greater pressure distribution. Wide 
gullet for spine freedom. Gusseted front and rear panels 
for adjustability and saddle balance. Technologically 
designed stirrup bar location. Three trees developed for 
optimum performance for horse and rider.

For the Rider 

Close contact. Skillfully balanced seats to create that 
classic position. Each model’s block is strategically 
placed for effectiveness. Models offer soft seats to 
diminish pressure exposure for the rider. Saddles that 
put you down around the horse for security and stability.

Luminary 
Calf Covered Flaps - $5,275 (Pictured)

Elite Leather - $4,850
It is a flatter seat and a narrower seat bone area; it 
has a block that is set high enough to be supportive 
for your thigh and contoured to allow your thigh to 
snug into the block. The lower pommel has a softer 
contour with a moderate twist.

Square Cantle is Standard, Round Cantle by special order*.

Allegiance
Calf Covered Flaps - $5,275 (Pictured)

Elite Leather - $4,850
Has a high set, shorter block with a narrow twist that 
gives you optimum support without being restrictive. 
This saddle seats you close to your horse; with a 
supportive seat bone placement and a very 
comfortable height in the pommel.

Square Cantle is Standard, Round Cantle by special order*.




